We describe a simple method for combining taggers which produces substantially better performance than any of the contributing tools. The method is very simple, but it leads to considerable improvements in performance: given three taggers for Arabic whose individual accuracies range from 0.956 to 0.967, the combined tagger scores 0.995-a sevenfold reduction in the error rate when compared to the best of the contributing tools.
Introduction
If you have several systems that perform the same task, it seems reasonable to suppose that you can obtain better performance by using some judicious combination of them than can be obtained by any of them in isolation. A large number of combining strategies have been proposed, with majority voting being particularly popular (Stefano et al., 2002) . We have investigated a range of such strategies for combining taggers and parsers for Arabic: the best strategy we have found for tagging involves asking each of the contributing taggers how confident it is, and accepting the answer given by the most confident one. We hypothesise that the reason for the effectiveness of this strategy for tagging arises from the fact that the contributing taggers work in essentially different ways (different training data, different underlying algorithms), and hence if they make systematic mistakes these will tend to be different. This means, in turn, that the places where they don't make mistakes will be different.
This strategy is less effective for parsing. We have tried combining two members of the MALTParser family (Nivre et al., 2006; Nivre et al., 2007; Nivre et al., 2010) with MSTParser (McDonald et al., 2006a; McDonald et al., 2006b ). The best strategy here seems to be to accept the output of the two versions of MALTParser when they agree, but to switch to MSTParser if the MALTParser versions disagree. It may be that this is because the MALTParser versions are very similar, so that when they disagree this suggests that there is something anomalous about the input text, and that neither of them can be trusted at this point.
Tagging
We present a very simple strategy for combining part-of-speech (POS) taggers which leads to substantial improvements in accuracy. A number of combination strategies have been proposed in the literature (Zeman andŽabokrtskỳ, 2005) . In experiments with combining three Arabic taggers (AMIRA (Diab, 2009) , MADA (Habash et al., 2009 ) and a simple affix-based maximumlikelihood Arabic tagger (MXL) (Ramsay and Sabtan, 2009) ) the current strategy significantly outperformed voting-based strategies.
We used the Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) Part 1 v3.0 as a resource for our experiments. The words in the PATB are already tagged, which thus provides us with a widely-accepted Gold standard. Even PATB tagging is not guaranteed to be 100% accurate, but it nonetheless provides as good a reference set as can be found. 1 The PATB uses the tags provided by the Buckwalter morphological analyser (Buckwalter, 2004; Buckwalter, 2007) , which carry a great deal of syntactically relevant information (particularly case-marking). This tagset contains 305 tags, with for instance 47 tags for different kinds of verb and 44 for different kinds of noun. The very fine distinctions between different kinds of nouns and verbs (e.g. between subject and object case nouns) in the absence of visible markers make this an extremely difficult tagset to work with. It is in general virtually impossible to decide the case of an Arabic noun until its overall syntactic role is determined, and it is similarly difficult to decide the form of a verb until the overall syntactic structure of the sentence is determined. For this reason taggers often work with a coarser set of tags, of which the 'Bies tagset' (Maamouri and Bies, 2004 ) is widely used (see for instance the Stanford Arabic parser (Green and Manning, 2010) ). We carried out our experiments with a variant of the original fine-grained tagset, and also with a variant of the coarser-grained Bies set obtained by deleting details such as case-and agreement-markers. We carried out two sets of experiments, with a coarsegrained set of tags (a superset of the Bies tagset with 39 tags, shown in Figure 1 ) and the original fine-grained one with 305 tags. The accuracy of a tagger clearly depends on the granularity of the tagset: the contributing taggers produced scores from 0.955 to 0.967 on the coarse-grained tagset, and from 0.888 to 0.936 on the fine-grained one. We applied transformationbased retagging (TBR) (Brill, 1995; Lager, 1999) to the output of the basic taggers, which produced a small improvement in the results for MADA and MXL and a more substantial improvement for AMIRA. Table 2 shows the performance of the three taggers using the two tagsets with and without TBR. The improvement obtained by using Table 2 : Tagger accuracies in isolation, with and without TBR TBR for AMIRA arises largely from the fact that in some cases AMIRA uses tags similar to those used in the English Penn Treebank rather than the ones in the the tags in the PATB, e.g. JJ for adjectives where the PATB uses ADJ. TBR provides a simple and reliable mechanism for discovering and patching systematic renamings of this kind, and hence is extremely useful when working with different tagsets. A significant component of the remaining errors produced by AMIRA arise because AMIRA has a much coarser classification of particles than the classification provided by the Buckwalter tagset. Since AMIRA assigns the same tag to a variety of different particles, TBR cannot easily recover the correct fine-grained tags, and hence AMIRA makes a substantial number of errors on these items. The key to the proposed combining strategy is that each of the contributing taggers is likely to make systematic mistakes; and that if they are based on different principles they are likely to make different systematic mistakes. If we classify the mistakes that a tagger makes, we should be able to avoid believing it in cases where it is likely to be wrong. So long as the taggers are based on sufficiently different principles, they should be wrong in different places.
We therefore collected confusion matrices for each of the individual taggers showing how likely they were to be right for each category of itemhow likely, for instance, was MADA to be right when it proposed to tag some item as a noun (very likely-accuracy of MADA when it proposes NN is 0.98), how likely was AMIRA to be right when it proposed the tag RP (very unlikely-accuracy of 0.08 in this case)? Given these tables, we simply took the tagger whose prediction was most likely to be right. 2 Table 3 shows an excerpt from the output of the Table 3 : Confidence levels for individual tags three individual taggers looking at a string containing the two words gyr and <lA, with the tags annotated with the accuracy of each tagger on the given tag, e.g. in this sequence MADA has tagged gyr as a noun, and MXL has tagged it as a negative particle and AMIRA has tagged it as RP; and when MADA suggests NOUN as the tag it is right 97.9% of the time, whereas when MXL suggests NEG PART it is right 98.2% of the time and AMIRA is right just 8.1% of the time when it suggests RP. It is important to note that the tags are assigned to words in context, but the confidence levels are calculated across the entire training data. The fact that MADA is right 97.9% of the time when it assigns the tag NOUN is not restricted to the word gyr, and certainly not to this occurrence of this word. We compared the results of this simple strategy, which is similar to a strategy proposed for image classification by Woods at el. (1997) , with a strategy proposed by (2005) , in which you accept the majority view if at least two of the taggers agree, and you back off to one of them if they all disagree, and with a variation on that where you accept the majority view if two agree and back off to the most confident if they all disagree. The results are given in Table 4 .
All four strategies produce an improvement over the individual taggers. The fact that majority voting works better when backing off to MXL than to MADA, despite the fact that MADA works better in isolation, is thought-provoking. It seems likely to be that this arises from the fact that MADA and AMIRA are based on similar principles, and hence are likely to agree even when they are wrong. This hypothesis suggested that looking at the likely accuracy of each tagger on each case might be a good backoff strategy. It turns out that it is not just a good backoff strategy, as shown in the third column of Table 4 : it is even better when used as the main strategy (column 5). The differences between columns 4 and 5 are not huge, 3 but that should not be too surprising, since these two strategies will agree in every case where all three of the contributing taggers agree, so the only place where these two will disagree is when one of the taggers disagrees with the others and the isolated tagger is more confident than either of the others.
The idea reported here is very simple, but it is also very effective. We have reduced the error in tagging with fairly coarse-grained tags to 0.05%, and we have also produced a substantial improvement for the fine grained tags, from 0.936 for the best of the individual taggers to 0.96 for the combination.
Parsing
Given the success of the approach outlined above for tagging, it seemed worth investigating whether the same idea could be applied to parsing. We therefore tried using it with a combination of dependency parsers, for which we used MSTParser (McDonald et al., 2006a; McDonald et al., 2006b) and two variants from the MALTParser family (Nivre et al., 2006; Nivre et al., 2007; Nivre et al., 2010) , namely Nivre arc-eager, which we will refer to as MALTParser 1 , and stack-eager, which we will refer to as MALTParser 2 . The results in Table 5 include (i) the three parsers in isolation; (ii) a strategy in which we select a pair and trust their proposals wherever they agree, and back-off 3 In terms of error rate the difference looks more substantial, since the error rate, 0.005, for column 5 for the finegrained set is 62.5% of that for column 4, 0.008; and for the coarse-grained set the error rate for column 5, 0.04, is 73% of that for column 4, 0.055 to the other one when they do not; (iii) a strategy in which we select a pair and trust them whenever they agree and backoff to the parser which is most confident (which may be one of these or may be the other one) when they do not; (iv) strategies where we either just use the most confident one, or where we take either a unanimous vote or a majority vote and backoff to the most confident one if this is inconclusive. All these experiments were carried using fivefold cross-validation over a set of 5000 sentences from the PATB (i.e. each fold has 4000 sentences for training and 1000 for testing). These results indicate that for parsing, simply relying on the parser which is most likely to be right when choosing the head for a specific dependent in isolation does not produce the best overall result, and indeed does not even surpass the individual parsers in isolation. For these experiments, the best results were obtained by asking a predefined pair of parsers whether they agree on the head for a given item, and backing off to the other one when they do not. This fits with Henderson and Brill (2000) 's observations about a similar strategy for dependency parsing for English. It seems likely that the problem with relying on the most confident parser for each individual daughter-head relation is that this will tend to ignore the big picture, so that a collection of relations that are individually plausible, but which do not add up to a coherent overall analysis, will be picked.
Conclusions
It seems that the success of the proposed method for tagging depends crucially on having taggers that exploit different principles, since under those circumstances the systematic errors that the different taggers make will be different; and on the fact that POS tags can be assigned largely independently (though of course each of the individual taggers makes use of information about the local context, and in particular about the tags that have been assigned to neighbouring items). The reason why simply taking the most likely proposals in isolation is ineffective when parsing may be that global constraints such as Henderson and Brill's 'no crossing brackets' requirement are likely to be violated. Interestingly, the most effective of our strategies for combining parsers takes two that use the same learning algorithm and same feature sets but different parsing strategies (MALTParser 1 and MALTParser 2 ), and relies on them when they agree; and backs off to MSTParser, which exploits fundamentally different machinery, when these two disagree. In other words, it makes use of two parsers that depend on very similar underlying principles, and hence are likely to make the same systematic errors, and backs off to one that exploits different principles when they disagree.
We have not carried out a parallel set of experiments on taggers for languages other than Arabic because we do not have access to taggers where we have reason to believe that the underlying principles are different for anything other than Arabic. In situations where three (or more) distinct approaches to a problem of this kind are available, it seems at least worthwhile investigating whether the proposed method of combination will work.
